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Best-selling author Mike Robinson
maintains that there is certain proof for the
existence of God! Recent findings from the
fields of history, logic, science, and
cosmology provide convincing proof for
Christian
theismfresh
and
potent
apologetics! Instead of logic, science, and
religion being opposed, many thinkers are
now driven to God by the truth and the
evidence. It is the atheist who has to
uphold, by blind faith, despite all the proof
to the contrary, that the universe does not
rely on God as the ultimate explanation.
The Reason God Must Exist: The Assured
Argument for Gods Existence provides a
powerful apologetic supporting the rational
assurance of Christian theism.
The
Reason God Must Exist is written in an
open, accessible style that invites skeptics
and non-believers to take another look at
the potent proof for Gods existence. Some
of the subject matter is complicated and
weighty, yet Robinson presents the
information
in
a
highly
fluid,
conversational manner. While science may
not have discovered God, the author finds
that science depends on theism while the
evidence provides an immense boost for
Christianity. In The Reason God Must
Exist You will discover How To:
Disprove Atheism and Agnosticism
Demonstrate that God must exist
Discover that reason and morality
presuppose God
Confound the New
Atheists Demonstrate that the theory of
evolution is filled with holes Share your
faith with confidence
Prove logic,
morality, and mathematics require God
Answer the problem of evil
Mike
Robinson maintains that theres never been
a time when history, philosophy, and the
hard evidence of science were more
confirmatory of theism than it is at the
present. The truth of God is certainly
proven as new findings emerge about the
incredible complexity of the universe and
human experience. Robinson exposes the
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shortcomings of atheism, agnosticism, and
skepticism. He contends, using a fresh
examination of the logic, evidence, and
science, atheism is no longer reasonable;
there are too many gaps, unexplained
assumptions, subjective hypotheses, and
conceptual flaws. The Reason God Must
Exist is an excellent book for those who
desire to think seriously through the claims
of the Christian worldview and for those
who continue to wrestle with the truth of
the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ.
All men have their ultimate rational
criteria, yet only a worldview based on
Christian theism can provide absolute
reasons to justify truth and knowledge.
Within this ground-breaking book are
answers to questions like: What are the
reasons to affirm the resurrection of Christ?
How is Jesus Christ unique? Is there
certain truth? How can I intellectually
defeat vain philosophy?
How can I
disprove Darwinism? What ways can I
prove Christian theism with certainty?
Yes, this innovative work is geared for
apologetic apprentices; however, this book
is not just for beginners. The author refines
very difficult and complex intellectual
issues as he makes them accessible to all,
even though it may challenge many
seasoned apologists and philosophers. The
Reason God Must Exist: The Assured
Argument for Gods Existence makes the
powerful reality clear: God certainly exists
and all men know this truth. With his
well-written and notably well-researched
book, Mr. Robinson not only adds much
fresh, unanticipated evidence but also
arranges follow-up research on the certain
proof for the existence of God. When
apologists, as well as average Christians,
gain access to these proofs, the Church will
come even closer to defending the faith
with many infallible proofs.
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book, his conversion, and the reasons that led him to God. The burden of proof is on those who argue to the contrary.
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edition by Mike 6: Renaissance and Early Modern Philosophy 20 Arguments for Gods Existence. 1. The Argument
from Change 2. . If everyone has to borrow a certain book, but no one actually has it, then no one will ever get it. If there
is So there must in that case exist something besides the universe of . It just happens to have this order, and the burden
of proof is on believers to How Should We Think about Gods Existence? Closer to Truth Meditations on First
Philosophy is a philosophical treatise by Rene Descartes first published in The book is made up of six meditations, in
which Descartes first discards all belief in His first consideration is that the existence of God has to be demonstrated .
No, surely I must exist if its me who is convinced of something. Top Ten (Failed) Proofs for Gods Existence - Top
Documentary Films Did Descartes think that belief in God is justified? Why or why has not already been said by one
philosopher or another. evidence, can actually be false. . able to doubt, and not just those beliefs that he has reason to
think are false. Any argument for Gods existence that attempts to prove that God exists from the. He eventually
discovers that I exist is impossible to doubt and is, therefore, It is from this point that Descartes proceeds to demonstrate
Gods existence and that . institutions of Descartes time that commentators argued that evidence for its the Another
reason Descartes rejected substantial forms and final causes in
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